
 

 

 

The Twisted Beanie 

By: Jerica Tompkins 

YarnHookNeedles.com 

 



Materials: 

- 5MM hook (child – teen size) 

- 6MM hook (larger teen – adult) 

- Size 4 weight yarn 

- Tapestry needle 

- Scissors 

 

Pattern Notes: 

You will be joining this chain and working this beanie in 

the round working from the bottom up. 

 

There is also a YouTube tutorial available for those who 

need more visual guidance. 

 

Once you have finished the correct number of rows, you 

will flip the beanie inside out. 

You will seam the top of the beanie closed by feeding the 

tapestry needle in and out of the top stitches. Pull tight 

and weave the tail in and out of the open space to as to 

make sure everything closes really well! 

 



Pattern: 

CH 60 (use the required hook to change the size of the 

beanie) 

SL ST to the CH 1 space. (be sure your chain isn’t twisted) 

 

Round 1 – CH 2. Place a HDC in each stitch all the way 

around for a total of 60 HDC (CH 2 doesn’t count as a 

HDC) 

 

Round 2 – CH 2. *FPDC (front post double crochet) 

around the HDC post of the previous row. HDC in each of 

the next 2 stitches*. Repeat from * to * all the way 

around. Be sure you maintain a total of 60 stitches all 

the way around. SL ST to the top of the chain 2. 

 

Round 3 - CH 2. *FPDC (front post double crochet) 

around the FPDC post of the previous row. HDC in each 

of the next 2 stitches*. Repeat from * to * all the way 

around. Be sure you maintain a total of 60 stitches all 

the way around. SL ST to the top of the chain 2. 

 



Rounds 4 – 22: CH 2. *FPDC (front post double crochet) 

around the FPDC post of the previous row. HDC in each 

of the next 2 stitches*. Repeat from * to * all the way 

around. Be sure you maintain a total of 60 stitches all 

the way around. SL ST to the top of the chain 2. 

 

 

Refer to the pattern notes on how to close the top of 

the beanie. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

***You have permission to sell finished items from this 

pattern. We simply ask you to give credit to the original 

design @yarnhookneedles 

 


